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Current nonconscious emotion priming research considers positively versus negatively valenced affect. We demonstrate that specific,
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unaware of the primes. Experiments 3 and 4 added a time delay manipulation and replicated these findings, suggesting that the

nonconscious emotion prime effects found in this research are goal-driven.
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SPECIAL SESSION SUMMARY

Automatic Heart and Automatic Mind: Nonconscious Affective and Cognitive Influences on
Consumer Behavior

Michal Maimaran, Stanford University, USA
S. Christian Wheeler, Stanford University, USA

SESSION OVERVIEW
The importance of nonconscious processes in determining

consumer behavior is gaining increased attention among consumer
behavior researchers, but the range of effects of subtle influences on
cognition and behavior has yet to be determined. Moreover, less is
known about how and when these processes can influence and
interact with the emotional and cognitive components that serve as
inputs to consumer behavior. The present session seeks to provide
an integrative look at nonconscious affective and cognitive effects
on choice decisions by examining the main and interactive effects
of emotional and cognitive components on automatic behavior.

The first paper, by Zemack-Rugar and Bettman, provides
evidence that specific emotion constructs can be activated through
subliminal priming procedures. The authors show that specific,
equally valenced emotions (guilt and sadness) can be subliminally
primed, remain inaccessible to conscious awareness, but yet affect
indulgence and helping behavior. Moreover, in their third and
fourth studies they use a delay paradigm to find that it is the
motivational component, and not the semantic emotion-related
component, that drives behavior. Hence, this paper shows that
specific emotions can be nonconsciously activated by subliminal
priming and affect important consumer behaviors.

The second paper, by Maimaran and Wheeler, examines
activation of cognitive constructs by priming stimuli and shows that
active automatic construction processes can lead even novel and
impoverished priming stimuli to exert significant effects on con-
struct accessibility and choice. Specifically, they show that partici-
pants spontaneously extract higher order cognitive constructs (e.g.,
uniqueness) upon incidental exposure to novel arrays of shapes
(e.g., one square among five circles). More important, they show
that such stimuli can also significantly affect fundamental choice
propensities such as seeking uniqueness and variety. Hence, this
paper shows that higher order cognitive constructs can be activated
by very primitive visual stimuli and exert congruent effects on
choice.

The third and fourth papers examine how emotional and
cognitive processes can moderate nonconsciously instigated pro-
cesses. The third paper, by Fishbach and Labroo, shows that mood
can significantly affect nonconscious goal pursuit. Because posi-
tive mood signals to approach accessible goals, individuals in
positive moods should be more likely to adhere to subtly primed
goals, regardless of their content. Because negative mood signals to
avoid accessible goals, individuals in negative moods should be
less likely to adhere to subtly primed goals. Using a variety of
dependent variables, the authors show that positive-mood individu-
als are more likely to pursue both subtly activated self-improve-
ment and mood-management goals than negative-mood individu-
als.

In the fourth paper, Wood, Poynor, and Chartrand present a
new individual difference scale of priming susceptibility. Using a
range of individual difference variables, they show that individuals
with dispositional propensities to attend to the environment and
engage in associative processing exhibit larger effects of primes on
their behavior. These various individual difference variables are
distilled into a single Susceptibility to Priming scale that has great

potential utility for both consumer behavior researchers as well as
advertising practitioners. Additionally, the isolation of these two
factors lends additional insight into the critical processes respon-
sible for prime-to-behavior effects.

EXTENDED ABSTRACTS

 “Effects of Specific, Nonconscious Emotion Primes on
Behavior”

Yael Zemack-Rugar, Virginia Tech
James R. Bettman, Duke University

Gavan J. Fitzsimons, Duke University
Research in nonconscious emotion priming has been limited

to showing effects of positively versus negatively valenced affect.
Such research has utilized two methods, subliminally priming
participants with positively or negatively valenced words (Chartrand
et al., 2006) and subliminally priming participants with pictures of
people with positive versus negative facial expressions (Winkielman
et al., 2005).

We introduce a new paradigm of nonconscious emotion prim-
ing that goes beyond valence and demonstrates novel effects.
Although specific, equally valenced, conscious emotions lead to
different behaviors (Lerner & Keltner, 2000), it has not been shown
that these effects extend to nonconsciously primed emotions. We
show that specific, equally valenced emotions (guilt and sadness)
can be subliminally primed, remain inaccessible to conscious
awareness, and still differentially affect behavior. We prime emo-
tions by subliminally flashing emotion adjectives. Individuals
report no differences in their consciously experienced emotion
across the prime conditions, yet behave consistently with the
specific emotion primed. We argue that two interrelated processes
underlie these effects: nonconscious activation of emotion-con-
structs and nonconscious activation of emotion-regulation goals
(Chartrand & Bargh, 2002).

First, subliminal emotion priming nonconsciously activates
emotion-constructs associated with each emotion type (Lazarus,
1991; Lerner & Keltner, 2000). Subsequently, activation of these
negative emotion constructs leads to automatic and nonconscious
activation of emotion-regulation goals (Bargh & Chartrand, 1999;
Erber, 1996; Larsen, 2000).

Such emotion-regulation goals are pursued differently by sad
versus guilty individuals. Individuals feeling sad find an unpleasant
helping task unappealing for emotion-regulation (Isen & Simmonds,
1978), whereas individuals feeling guilty may find such a task
appealing and useful (Bybee, 1998; Tangney & Dearing, 2002).
Similarly, individuals feeling guilty find indulging unappealing for
emotion regulation (Tangney & Dearing, 2002; Bybee, 1998) whereas
individuals feeling sad find indulgence helpful (Rehm & Plakosh,
1975). Hence, guilt-primed individuals are expected to show reduced
indulgence and increased helping compared to sadness-primed indi-
viduals.

However, emotion-regulation goals are also pursued differ-
ently based on individual coping characteristics, such as guilt-
proneness (Morris & Reilly, 1987; Tangney et al., 1992). Specifi-
cally, individuals feeling guilty and high in guilt-proneness typi-
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cally respond to guilt with reduced indulgence or increased helping.
Thus, an automatic emotion-behavior link is formed between guilt
and these behaviors for high guilt-prone people (Bargh & Chartrand,
1999). However, individuals feeling guilty and low in guilt-prone-
ness do not tend to cope via reduced indulgence and enhanced
helping, and therefore will not have such an automatic emotion-
behavior link. Thus, we predict that individuals primed with guilt
and high in guilt proneness will show less indulgence and more
helping than guilt-primed, low guilt-proneness or sadness-primed
participants, despite a lack of differences in conscious, reported
emotion.

In study 1 participants are subliminally primed with either four
sad words or four guilty words using Chartrand and Bargh’s
priming paradigm (1996). Then, an enhanced PANAS scale includ-
ing the word primes and additional guilt adjectives (previously
shown to differentiate conscious guilt and sadness; Zemack-Rugar,
2006) is administered. Next, participants complete a “consumer
survey” and indicate how much of a $50 coupon (which they may
win) they would like to allocate to either school supplies or a CD/
DVD (pretests show CD/DVDs are considered an indulgence);
dollars allotted to the CD/DVD is the main dependent variable.
Finally, participants complete the TOSCA measure of guilt-prone-
ness (Tangney et al., 1992).

As expected, participants primed with guilty words and high
in guilt-proneness show lower levels of indulgence than all other
participants. Additionally, a hanging neutral control condition
indicates that the reduction in indulgence is absolute. Importantly,
participants in the sad, guilty, and neutral conditions report equal
conscious levels of positive, negative, and guilt-specific emotions.
Despite lack of conscious awareness of the prime or the activation
of the emotion construct, participants behave in accordance with
the prime they received and their individual coping characteristics.

In study 2 participants complete the same subliminal priming
procedure, followed by an option to participate in an unpleasant
helping task for charity. The amount of time allotted (0-20 minutes)
is the main dependent variable. As predicted, participants primed
with guilty words and high in guilt-proneness allot more time to the
helping task than all other participants. A hanging control condition
reveals that this increase in helping is absolute. As in study 1,
participants in all conditions report equal positive, negative, and
guilt-specific emotions.

The findings of studies 1 and 2 may have been generated by two
possible mechanisms. One mechanism is semantic or ideomotoric
(Prinz, 1990); certain emotions are semantically linked to certain
behaviors, so that verbal activation of those emotions can lead to
enactment of linked behaviors. Alternatively, the emotion-behavior
link may be motivational, with activation of a negative emotion-
construct leading to activation of an emotion-regulation goal (Morris
& Reilly, 1987; Bargh & Chartrand, 1999). To examine whether the
effects are goal-driven, an established dissociation paradigm is
utilized (Bargh et al., 2001; Dunn & Kirsner, 1988) by adding a 5-
minute time delay between the emotion prime and the behavior of
interest. If behavior is semantically driven, effects should fade with
delay (Anderson, 1983); however, if behavior is goal-driven, perfor-
mance should not fade over time (Atkinson & Birch, 1970).

In a pretest we demonstrate that performance on a semantic
task (word-search with prime-related words) diminishes over time,
whereas performance on a goal-driven behavior (indulgence) does
not. In studies 3 and 4 we add a 5-minute time delay and replicate
our prior findings. This persistence of the behavioral effects after a
5-minute time delay suggests that the effects are driven by an
emotion-regulation goal.

“Circles, Squares, and Choice: Graphical Priming Effects on
Uniqueness and Variety Seeking”

Michal Maimaran, Stanford University
S. Christian Wheeler, Stanford University

Research on human information processing shows that people
are adept at disambiguating ambiguous stimuli and making gener-
alizations from limited information (e.g., Higgins, 1996; Schank &
Abelson, 1977). These processes can occur spontaneously, without
the intention or awareness of the perceiver (e.g., Uleman, Newman,
& Moscowitz, 1996). In this paper, we test the limits and implica-
tions of these processes by examining whether people will extract
higher-order constructs from impoverished stimuli that have no
inherent meaning, such as arrays of geometrical shapes, and whether
exposure to such arrays will systematically affect consumers’
choices without their awareness or intention.

Specifically, we propose that individuals spontaneously and
unintentionally extract abstract concepts from simple arrays of
shapes, such as OOOOXO.1 Being primed with these types of
arrays, we argue, can lead to activation of abstract concepts (in the
above example, the concept of uniqueness), making them more
accessible. We further propose that the activation of such constructs
can affect consumer choice in a manner congruent with the acti-
vated construct. In contrast to most prior research on priming and
automatic behavior, which has employed words (e.g., Bargh, Chen,
& Burros, 1996) or pictures or objects with inherent meaning or
existing associations as the priming stimuli (e.g., Kay, Wheeler,
Bargh & Ross 2004; Aarts & Dijksterhuis 2003), our paradigm uses
novel arrays of shapes without any inherent meaning or precondi-
tioned associations.

We conducted three studies in which we found effects on
cognitive accessibility of uniqueness concepts, preference for unique-
ness, and preference for variety seeking. We initially focused on
these concepts because of their importance and centrality to con-
sumer behavior. Nevertheless, we believe our findings can be
generalized to other concepts, such as cooperation and defection in
strategic situations. More generally, these arrays can be used in very
mundane situations, such as logo selection by brands, to subtly
convey various concepts.

In Study 1, we presented participants with either “uniqueness”
arrays (e.g., OOOOXO) or “homogeneity” arrays (e.g., OOOOOO).
These and subsequent arrays were pretested to ensure that they
conveyed the appropriate concepts. During the priming procedure,
participants were instructed to count the number of circles and
squares in each stimulus array. The presentation of arrays was
combined with a lexical decision task, in which participants were
asked to identify as quickly as possible whether a string of letters is
a real word or not. As hypothesized, we found that participants
shown uniqueness arrays were faster in recognizing “uniqueness”
words (e.g., ‘unique’, ‘single’) than either “homogeneity” words
(e.g., ‘similar’, ‘uniform’) or “neutral” words (e.g., ‘review’,
‘thirsty’), indicating a greater accessibility of the uniqueness con-
cept. Importantly, in all studies, careful debriefing revealed that no
participants consciously perceived any pattern to the stimulus
arrays or believed that exposure to the arrays affected their behav-
ior.

In Study 2, participants were presented with either “unique-
ness” arrays or “homogeneity” arrays and were asked to count
shapes as in Study 1. As compensation, participants were given the
opportunity to select one from a set of milk chocolates. As hypoth-

1Throughout this abstract, ‘O’ represents a circle, ‘X’ a square and
‘V’ a triangle
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esized, those shown uniqueness arrays were significantly more
likely to choose the unique chocolate (a milk Hershey’s kiss
wrapped in a different color) than those shown homogeneity arrays.

In the third study, we extended our examination to variety
seeking. We presented participants with either “variety” arrays (e.g.,
OVOXOVXO) or “homogeneity” arrays (see above). As compensa-
tion, participants were offered a choice of three chocolates. As
hypothesized, those shown variety arrays were significantly more
likely to exhibit variety seeking in their choices (i.e., choose three
different types of chocolates) than those shown homogeneity arrays.

Taken together, these studies show that individuals spontane-
ously extract meaning from ambiguous stimuli and their behavior
unintentionally follows in kind. These studies reflect two key
themes in the study of human perception and behavior: that indi-
viduals extract concepts beyond those inherent in the stimuli they
encounter and that individuals’ behavior is driven by factors of
which they are unaware. That these studies used impoverished
stimuli for which individuals had no prior associations illustrates
the pervasiveness of these tendencies and suggests that the applica-
bility of these broad principles to consumer behavior processes may
be greater than suggested by prior research and theorizing.

“Be Better or Be Merry: How Mood Affects Self-Control”
Ayelet Fishbach, University of Chicago

Aparna A. Labroo, University of Chicago
Are happy (vs. unhappy) consumers more or less likely to read

an emotionally disturbing charity appeal and donate money toward
the advocated cause? Are happy (vs. unhappy) consumers more or
less likely to attend to an ad appeal that warns them about the adverse
effects of caffeine consumption and advises them to change their
wayward ways? Such issues that involve motivating consumers to
incur short term pains for long term gains are often at the helm of
public policy planning, and whereas the literature suggests that
consumer moods will affect self control and adherence to goals, the
evidence on what the effect will be and what the underlying process
may be is mixed. On the one hand, the literature on mood indicates
that happy individuals are more likely than neutral or unhappy
individuals to seek positive and avoid negative stimuli, which sug-
gests that they would be less likely to engage in unpleasant tasks
involving self control. On the other hand, the literature also reports
that happy (vs. unhappy) individuals seek out negative information
when it is self relevant, which suggests that at least on some occasions
they may be more likely to engage in self control.

The current investigation addresses this controversy from a
perspective of recent research on goal priming. Since the pursuit of
many long-term consumer goals requires overcoming conflicting
short-term motives (e.g., Loewenstein, 1996; Metcalfe & Mischel,
1999), contextual primes for an overriding goal are often not
sufficient to promote goal-congruent actions. Under these condi-
tions, happy (vs. neutral) individuals are better able to pursue
primed long-term goals because positive mood is a signal to
approach any accessible goal, whereas unhappy (vs. neutral) indi-
viduals are more likely to deter from pursuing primed long-term
goals since negative mood is a signal to avoid an accessible goal.
Importantly however, happy (vs. unhappy) individuals are ex-
pected to demonstrate increased self-control only when the higher
order long-term goal is primed. Since positive mood serves as a
booster, facilitating adherence to any primed goal, happy individu-
als are further expected to adhere to a contextually primed short-
term goals such as maintaining their positive mood, whereas
unhappy individuals would deter from such goal. As a result, happy
individuals work harder on a task that serves an accessible long-
term goal of self-improvement, but abstain from this task when
primed with an incompatible mood-management goal. On the other

hand, unhappy individuals deter from a task that serves an acces-
sible long-term goal of self-improvement, which they are more
likely to pursue when primed with an incompatible mood-manage-
ment goal.

Four studies tested whether happy (vs. neutral and unhappy)
individuals adhere to accessible goals regardless of their content
(self-improvement or mood maintenance). These studies manipu-
lated participants’ mood (happy, neutral, and unhappy) and acces-
sible goal (self-improvement vs. mood maintenance) and measured
for performance on self-control tasks. Study 1 indicated that happy
(vs. unhappy) individuals with an accessible self-improvement
goal donated more to a charity campaign that involved exposure to
negatively valenced emotionally draining materials; however, they
withheld their donations (compared to unhappy individuals) when
their accessible goal referred to mood-management. Study 2 ex-
panded these findings to performance on a difficult and challenging
creativity test depicted to be a valid indicator of future professional
success. It finds that individuals in a happy mood with a salient self-
improvement goal performed better on the test compared with
unhappy individuals, but happy mood led to lower test performance
among participants whose accessible goal referred to mood-man-
agement. Study 3 indicates that a positive mood further facilitates
physical endurance, as measured by persistence on squeezing a
handgrip described to participants as an indicator of future healthi-
ness, but only when the task was compatible with a primed self-
improvement goal. When the task was incompatible with a primed
goal of mood-management, happy individuals did not express
greater physical endurance than others. Finally, Study 4 examines
the effect of mood on recalling negative information and it finds that
happy individuals spent more time than others recalling the health
consequences of caffeine consumption and that they ended up
recalling more information—but only to the extent that they were
primed with self-improvement rather than mood-management goal.

By addressing the effect of moods on adhering to accessible
goals, this research integrates two lines of research of the relation-
ships between mood and self-regulation: research on mood as the
ultimate goal of self-regulation (e.g., Diener, 2000; Gilbert et al.,
1998; Kahneman, 2000) and research on mood as a resource for
self-regulation (e.g., Aspinwall, 1998; Leith & Baumeister, 1996;
Raghunathan & Trope, 2002). We propose that when people
experience mild positive mood, they are more likely to adhere to
contextual goal primes. Under these conditions, when the mood-
management goal is accessible, positive mood discourages choice
of actions that undermine this goal. However, when the accessible
goal refers to self-improvement, positive mood improves perfor-
mance and hence it serves as a resource for self-regulation. Task
performance thus depends upon whichever goal is more salient
because of contextual primes. Happy individuals are better able to
regulate either of these accessible goals.

“Individual Susceptibility to Priming Effects”
Stacy L. Wood, University of South Carolina

Catherine Poynor, University of South Carolina
Tanya Chartrand, Duke University

New research in priming suggests that our old beliefs about the
inefficacy of subliminal advertising may need to be qualified
(Bargh 2004). Researchers have demonstrated, in diverse para-
digms, how people may respond to concepts that they have been
exposed to below conscious awareness. Although priming effects
are robust across reported studies, within-study variance suggests
that some individuals are more impacted by the primes to which
they are exposed. The purpose of this research is to test this concept
and identify the characteristics that would contribute to individual
differences in susceptibility to priming (STP). While priming


